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Suppose that two plane curves I(, and K roll without sliding mutually one

along the other, and let F and /’ which roll, in accordance witl the rolling

motion of K and K, with sliding mutually one along the other be the two plane

curves invariably connected with K and K. respectively. K’, and K.2 are called

the corresponding pitch curves, and F arid/,2 the corresponding profile curves.

Furthermore, we shall call any two points of/t; and/ which may fall on each

other at, the rolling motion of 1( and K.2 the corresponding pitch points, and

especially a poin at which K and K are touching at a certain instant the com-

mon pitch point at the instant.

From now on we confine ourselves o deal with such continuous (pitch or

profile) curves as at each of points on them a single tangent may be drawn con-

tinuous]y (although cusps are allowed to exist) and suppose that they touch each

other always at one point during the motion.

1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for profile curves (1).

As a necessary condition that two curves F and/ invariably connected with

two pitch curves K and K,o respectively be a pair of profile curves the following

Descartes’ theorem (a) is well known.

(a) ’he common n9,’,mal to the cug’ves F agzd ,2 at ag,y point of contact

of them ahvays 2asses th,’ouyh a common 2itch point
From the condition (a) we obtain the following necessry and sufficient con-

dition for profile curves.

Theorem 1. A necessa,ry azd su,cient condition that two cu,’ves F and

o, ina’iably conzected zith two pitch cu,’:es I and I2 9"especti:ely be a

2ai" of2’o.file cu’ves is that tw2e’pendicula’s fl’om any common pitch point
to F ad ,2 coincide with each other" in the di’ection and in the length to

their" feet.
As a necessary condition that a curve F settlecl at one K of pich curves K

and K be a profile curve, *hat is, there exists a corresponding curve to ’ which

makes sliding contact motion with ’ we can derive direegly the following condi-

tion (b) from fle condition (a).
(b) Th cu’vo F is a evelo2e of a family of circles, ca& of which


